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DETECTOR OVERVIEW







Compare to ATLAS Muon system with a maximum of 
XXXHz/cm^2 for the drift tubes of the muon system @ HL-LHC 7x1034

XXXHz/cm^2 for the TGCs/MICROMEGAS of the muon system at HL-LHC 7x1034

XXXHz/cm^2 for the RPCs of the ATLAS muons system at HL-LHC 7x1034

XXXHz/cm^2 for the wire chambers of the LHCb muon system @ 2x10^33
XXXHz/cm^2 for the GEMs of the LHCb muon system @ 4x10^32

 The HL-LHC muon
system technology will 
be well adapted to a FCC 
muon system in terms of 
rate capability. 



For r>1m the rates are similar to the ones of the upgraded LHCb muon system.
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sMDT Chamber Construction for ATLAS Upgrades 
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Space Charge Effects
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sMDT tubes show only 20% gain loss at 10 kHz/cm2   hit rate

Measurements at the CERN Gamma Irradiation Facility GIF,              

compared to simulation of drift tube and electronics response.                   

Current MDT RO electronics has 220 ns minimum deadtime and 

no BLR.

B. Bittner et al., Nucl.Instr.& Meth. A732 

(2013) 250                                                       

Ph. Schwegler et al., Proc. IEEE NSS 2014
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sMDT Single-Tube Resolution
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Ph. Schwegler et al., Proc. IEEE NSS 2014

sMDT resolution limited at high counting rates by signal pile-up effects of the 

electronics, in contrast to MDTs where space charge effects dominate

- suppression of signal pile-up effects with fast baseline restoration (BLR)

Measurements at the CERN Gamma Irradiation Facility,               

compared to simulation of drift tube and electronics response.                   

Current MDT RO electronics has 220 ns minimum deadtime and 

no BLR.



Pt=3.9GeV enters muon system

Pt=5.5GeV leaves coil at 45 degrees

Pt=10GeV

Muon Pt cutoff and minimum trigger threshold in the main solenoid 
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Muon Performance at η=0

CMS performance at eta zero



L1

θ

Muon System Only

σθ represents the angular measurement error 
of the muon chambers.

θ0 represents the angular measurement error 
due to multiple scattering in the calorimeters.



L1

L0

Full System

We assume a constant magnetic field 
inside the coil radius L1.

The measurement points in the tracker of 
radius L0 are equidistant and have all the 
same resolution σ0.

The measurement point at L1 has a 
position error σ1 that is given by the 
multiple scattering inside the calorimeters
(σy in the following).

The formula for the momentum resolution 
is given in the next slide.





Muon System standalone

Inner Tracker 

Combined

Muon Performance Formulas at η=0





CMS muon resolution at η=0

The lines represent the 
formulas from the previous 
pages.



CMS muon resolution at η=0

The CMS muon system performance is well 
represented by assuming:

10 layers of tracker with 23um resolution.

170 microrad of angular resolution where the muon
exits the coil.

Better than 100um position resolution where the 
muon exits the coil.



Comparing CMS to possible FCC resolution 

The FCC muon system performance assumes:

13 layers of tracker with 10um resolution and 1.55m radius.

70 microrad of angular resolution where the muon exits the coil.

Better than 25um position resolution where the muon exits the coil.



Multiple scattering error dy at the entrance of the muon system

CMS 200um @ 1TeV

CMS 100um @ 1TeV

FCC 70um @ 5TeV

FCC 35um @ 10TeV

FCC

CMS



Combined performance for varying position resolution 

With 50um position 
resolution even <10% 
resolution up to 20TeV



Standalone performance for varying angular resolution 

With 75uRad angular 
resolution <10% 
resolution up to 3TeV



FCC detector muon system

A 50um position resolution and 70uRad angular resolution for muons exciting the 
solenoid will give excellent standalone and combined muon resolution at eta=0.

This can be easily realized by present technology. 

E.g. Two redundant stations of detectors with 50um position resolution at a 
separation of 1-2 meters will realize this requirement.

The distance between the stations must be large enough to make sure that 
correlated background is eliminated.

The existing magnetic fields around 1.5Tm should  be sufficient for that. 
Simulations have to prove this fact.

Resolution studies for larger η values still to be done.



Number of interaction lengths (λ) of the different Systems



Number of radiation lengths (X0) in front of the Muon System
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